
HIGH QUALITY PVC-U
WINDOWS AND DOORS
FOR THE RESIDENTIAL NEW BUILD MARKET
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Solar Norvik are specialist 
manufacturers and installers 
of high quality windows and 
doors to the new build sector.

Solar Norvik Ltd are experts within 
the new build sector, with years of 
experience working in partnership 
with some of the largest national   
and regional house builders. 

With this experience and our 
dedicated team, Solar Norvik are 
ideally positioned to work with 
House Builders and Property 
Developers of any size.

Services

Window Ranges

Door Ranges
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Colour Options

Case Studies
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SERVICES
ESTIMATING & TENDERS
Norvik provide a comprehensive and expert estimating 
and tendering service regardless of the size or 
complexity of your project.  Our product portfolio covers 
all budgets and specification requirements from entry 
level casement windows right through to premium 
Artisan colour foiled windows, doors and much more.

INSTALLATION & FITTING
Norvik’s contracts team aims to provide the very best expert 
installation service. We are proud to work with many of 
the top UK House Builders to deliver premium installation 
services, to their developments.
Norvik also provide supervised and managed satisfaction 
sign off with their directly employed site management team.

CUSTOMER SERVICES
Norvik also operate a dedicated occupied customer 
services team, working directly with our developer 
partners customer service teams, ensuring excellence 
is delivered. Please contact our customer service 
team on 01226 814091 for occupied related matters.

TRANSPORT & LOGISTICS
Deliveries are available direct to site or project for
House Builders. Please contact us directly for details of 
relevant delivery schedules.
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WINDOWS
Solar Norvik is proud to boast
a wide variety of
windows that keep
homes safe, warm and
energy efficient. Our
high quality range is 
ideal for new build 
specification.

Our high performance 
window system comprises of
clean, contemporary stylings 
with an ease and simplicity 
of installation that is 
unsurpassed.

Choose from a wide variety 
of styles and colours to suit 
your development perfectly.

BSI - Registered to
BS EN ISO9001:2000

BBA - Agrément 
certificate No. 12/4914  

QUALITY AND SECURITY ASSURED

Norvik supply formers as a 
standard feature of the window 

and door installation process

All our windows are A-Rated
under the windows energy

ratings scheme (WER)

Norvik windows come in a wide 
variety of styles and colours

(see page 8)

Secured By Design
All windows can be
Secured By Design 
(PAS 24) accredited in 
compliance with Part Q 
of Building Regulations
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Windows

PVC-U Casement

• Stylish, elegant and secure

• A-Rated under the window energy
ratings scheme (WER)

• Georgian window glazing bars provide 
beautiful detail and understated quality

At the heart of the Celsius range 
lies tried and tested technology, 
specially developed by one of 
the world’s largest glass 
manufacturers, with over 35 
years experience in glass 
production.

Increases in the development of brown field sites has 
created the need for developers to achieve better levels 
of sound attenuation, however new build ventilation 
requirements have lead to increased noise levels. 

At Norvik, we can supply acoustic vents allowing for 
ventilation requirements whilst addressing sound 
attenuation.

Want to know more? Contact us for more details.

• Virtually maintenance free 

• Fantastic for noise reduction 

• Extremely secure 

• A-Rated under the window energy
ratings scheme (WER)

• Easy to maintain with traditional and
modern hardware options

• Secure, quiet and A-Rated for window
energy ratings (WER)

• 7 colour finish options available

Thanks to products such as Celsius One, Celsius Clear and Celsius 
Elite, consumers are ever more aware of the benefits that high 
performance, easy clean glass can bring to any home.

• Artisan range of colours available for
Vertical Sliding Sash, Casement,
Tilt & Turn and Georgian windows

• Virtually indistinguishable from
real timber

• Low maintenance

• We can supply triple glazed units in a 
range of coatings and gas filled options 
to suit any project

• Maximum thermal efficiency

• Will fit into any popular window design
configurations available today

• Ideal replacement option

• Offers style and practicality to allow 
in fresh air securely, or opening fully 
inwards for easier cleaning

• Available in a range of interior or exterior 
colour finish options

PVC-U Georgian

PVC-U Colour Foiled

PVC-U Vertical Sliding

PVC-U Tilt & Turn 

PVC-U Triple Glazed

TECHNICAL EXCELLENCE

ACOUSTIC VENTS
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Solar Norvik offers a wide 
variety of doors to fit any 
entrance in and out of  
your homes.

Available in many styles, 
colours and specifications, 
there is sure to be a door 
just right for you.

Norvik is Part Q accredited 
for all new build projects.

Many of our doors are A-Rated 
in energy efficiency tests

A wide variety of styles from 
which to choose

Secure and low maintenance 
with easy installation

DOORS
Whatever your style, Solar 
Norvik has the perfect door 
to suit your developments.
From Patio to Bi-Folds, 
you’ll be sure to find 
great quality in every door.

Doors are available
Secured By Design (PAS 24) 
accredited in compliance with
Part Q of Building Regulations
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Doors

PVC-U Residential

• Easy and practical way to open up a large 
entry point to the outside living space

• Ease of maintenance

• Modern high performance hardware 
options available

• Coloured PVC-U finishes for added 
visual appeal

• Easily installed

• Flexible design allows for an unfussy or 
highly designed look

• Available in a wide selection of colours, 
accessories and glass panel options

• Secured by Design, PAS 24 and
Kitemark accredited

• Ideal in situations where you wish to
have a large uninterrupted view of the 
outside from the inner living space

• Highly practical and space-saving

• Provides plenty of natural daylight

• Easy to operate

• Can be Secured by Design accredited

• Available in 19 highly durable door
designs, with a stunning variety of
glazing options and colours (see below)

• Upgrade available to be accredited by 
Secured by Design

• Excellent thermal efficiency and low 
maintenance

• Allows the entire span of the design 
to be opened up to rest internally or 
externally as desired

• Perfectly join the inner space with the 
outer for parties, dining or relaxing

• Low maintenance, thermally efficient and
highly secure

A wide variety of Composite GRP Door colours
are available, to help your development
stand out!

French

Composite GRP

Patio

PVC-U Bi-Folding

Composite GRP Colours

Duck Egg Blue Anthracite GreyChartwell GreenCream

White Green Black Blue Red Golden Oak Rosewood
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SPACES THAT
BREATHE 

SUPERIOR THERMAL 
PERFORMANCE 

HI-TECH
ELEGANCE

WARMCORE
True innovation - Warm Aluminium...
WarmCore, an innovative aluminium folding sliding 
door system which incorporates a radically different 
product design approach to deliver a new high 
performance fenestration framing solution:
‘warm aluminium’.

Designed from scratch starting with a clean sheet 
of paper, every single component has been concept 
sketched, detail designed, prototyped, tooled,                       
trial installed and rigorously tested.

WarmCore is a high quality aluminium folding sliding 
door solution with peerless thermal performance that 
ensures end-user comfort, all year round.

Traditional French and residential doors can be 
constructed using the WarmCore system, in addition to 

a comprehensive range of bi-fold doors including all the 
popular elevational configurations and stacking options. 

A midrail option is also available.

Folding sliding doors up to six metres wide incorporating 
seven sashes can be specified. Norvik has supplied

and installed to both Bellway Homes
and Avant Homes developments.

At the heart of WarmCore products is a 
thermal core which significantly
out-performs the polyamide thermal 
breaks commonly used to reduce the 
threat of cold bridging on aluminium 
windows and doors.

The result is an innovative ‘warm 
aluminium’ frame construction, 
carefully dimensioned to provide an 
optimised 70mm front-to-back
overall sash frame depth while 
ensuring market-leading thermal
performance thanks to the
multi-chambered
insulating core.

Precision-manufactured with a high quality surface finish and 
affording slim sightlines when installed, aluminium has become the 
material of choice for premium folding sliding door applications.

WarmCore doors utilise a composite of materials to ensure an 
end product that is energy efficienct and recyclable, combined 
with the premium quality, structural integrity and architectural 
design elegance of aluminium to create a product perfect for both 
residential and commercial building applications.

Folding Sliding door system

1.4 W/m2K 
U-value 
with 28mm double glazing

Warm aluminium

0.3 W/m2K 
Better... 
than nearest aluminium competitor

QUality, affordable energy efficiency 
Order form

click here

WarmCore, an innovative aluminium folding sliding door 

system with ‘warm aluminium’ technology, combines 

superior thermal performance with flawless aesthetics. 

Doors are available now, fully manufactured and 

CE Marked by Synseal. Call for more information.

01623 444389
Warmcore.co.uk

HIGH QUality, Innovative, energy efficienT 

1.76

1.6

1.5
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Get out of neutral!
Add warmth and style 

with a range of coloured 
windows and doors.
With plenty of styles 
to choose from, your 

development will surely 
make an impression.

Coloured windows offer an
authentic alternative to

timber windows, but without
the associated problems of

high maintenance and cost.

The colour revolution has
taken over Europe over the

last 20 years, with 40% of
European homes choosing a 
coloured product… and the

UK is catching on fast.

For a more creative look,
why not choose a coloured

finish from our Artisan range?

ARTISAN COLOURS

ARTISAN CASE STUDIES

NB The colours shown are designed as a guide to the Woodgrain and Artisan Woodgrain Collection.
Before making your final decision, please ensure you have seen a colour swatch.
Colour options can vary depending on style of window or door selected.
*These colours have a longer lead time, please contact us for more information.

THE HAWTHORNES @ AMY JOHNSON
KEEPMOAT, HULL
Named after Amy Johnson, a Hull pioneering aviator in the 1930’s, 
this is an exciting development of 2 & 3 bedroom family homes 
and creates a wonderful place to live with lots of open spaces.

Keepmoat specified Artisan Anthracite Grey on white profile for 
this project, and this helps create a contemporary feel to this large 
and wide-ranging project in Hull.

BRIMSTONE
KEEPMOAT, FRICKLEY
Brimstone is a stunning new housing development within a 
picturesque countryside location in South Yorkshire.  

Hugely popular bespoke Artisan Anthracite Grey casement 
windows give a bold look to twelve different contemporary styles
of new housing.

Woodgrains

Artisan Woodgrain Collection

Black-BrownBlue* Deep Red*Green*

Cherrywood Golden Oak Mahogany*

An-Teak*

Grey*Agate Grey* Hazy Grey 
Sovereign*

Slate Grey 
Sovereign*

Anthracite Grey

Anthracite Grey 
Smooth*

Irish OakRustic Cherry*Brilliant White* Chartwell GreenCreamWhite
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CASE STUDIES

AMBERWOOD CHASE
HARRON HOMES, OWL LANE, DEWSBURY
Amberwood Chase is a new development in the village of Dewsbury featuring a 
collection of 2, 3 and 4 bedroom homes. 

For this particular project stylish bespoke white casements with a unique 
Georgian bar top light feature have been supplied.

QUEENSHEAD PARK
BELLWAY HOMES, QUEENSBURY
A contemporary development of 3 and 4 bedroom homes in a traditional village 
in West Yorkshire. 

Modern and contemporary smooth finish featured white casements add an 
element of style to stone brick residential properties whilst maintaining a 
traditional look with an internal Georgian bar glass feature.

THE GRANARY
HARRON HOMES, EGGBOROUGH
The Granary is a new development in the village of Eggborough featuring a 
collection of 2, 3 and 4 bedroom homes suitable for professionals and
families alike. Each home showcases the very best that new homes have to offer 
with high end finishes throughout. 

The styles specified by Harron for this exclusive development are the 
white casement complete with a unique Georgian bar detail.
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MICKLE HILL
TERMRIM CONSTRUCTION, PICKERING
Located in the scenic village of Pickering, North Yorkshire, Mickle Hill is a 
care home development project. 

Contemporary stone brick properties are complemented by featured 
white top hung and side hung casements and 90 degree
bay windows complete with trickle vents.

SNOW ISLAND
TOLENT CONSTRUCTION, HUDDERSFIELD
Based in the heart of Huddersfield overlooking the river, Snow Island is a modern 
student accommodation complex.  

Featured white top hung casements divided into equal sections provide a 
uniformed image adding value to the development.

CALLYWHITE LANE
BCP, DRONFIELD
A care home based in the heart of South Yorkshire, Callywhite Lane is an 
ongoing development.

Featured white casements with trickle vents and internal Georgian bar 
fitted into stone apertures add quality and give a classic look to this 
impressive site. 



www.solarcalibrenorvik.co.uk
01226 814091

Common Road
Huthwaite

Nottinghamshire
NG17 6AD




